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-CONFIDENTIAL-

Effects of Cror> Spraying in South Vietnam

Two recent RAND Studies* indicate the use of herbicides in crop destruc-
tion in Vietnam does not have a significant effect on the enemy's food supply.
The program may be counter-productive in view of its alienation from the GVB
of the non-VC population subjected to crop spraying.

The findings are based on 206 interviews with ex-VC and non-VC civilians,
USAID statistical abstracts, and crop destruction operations data supplied by
CINCPAC. These studies are summarized below, with some OASD/SA comments
appended.

The herbicide program can be broken down into two parts: l) defoliation
of forested areas to reduce the cover available to the VC, and 2) destruction
of crops to reduce the amount of food available to the VC. During 1966 some
751,000 acres were defoliated and 113,000 acres of crops were destroyed. The
RAND report focuses primarily on the crop destruction program.

The report concludes that the crop destruction program has not in any
major sense denied food to the VC. MACV estimates the VC forces constitute
about 1.5 percent of the population. • Allowing for losses in the system, they
need no more than 3 percent of all the food consumed in the country. Because
of the coercive access the VC have to rice at the consumer level, they are able
to transfer most of the burden of deprivation to the local peasant. It would
be difficult to destroy enough food, except in localized instances, to prevent
the VC from eating. Those interviewed indicated that: (l) their normal food
ration was ̂adequate, (2) there was no consistent deterioration in rations in
the tine period studied (1965 through end 1966) and (3) higher ranking subjects
believed the system could adapt to even more intense crop destruction. However,
as a result of US/GVN herbicide operations some VC units in the central high-
lands had serious food problems.

Statistical analysis indicates the intensity of crop destruction opera-
tions did not have a significant impact on the amount of rice or rations per
VC in a given area. Production, population and access to foreign sanctuary
were the significant predictors of the ration. The VC grow little of their own
food (an estimated 10 percent), some is imported, but the principal VC source
of supply is the indigenous population. Thus, the major portion of the crops
destroyed through aerial spraying has inevitably been civilian-owned and

Russell Betts anu Frank Denton, An Evaluation of Chemical Crop Destruction
in Vietnam, RM-5W*6-ISA/ARPA, September 1967, and Anthony J. Russo, A
Statistical Analysis of the U.S. Crop Spraying Program ia South VUtnam,

September 1967. - ~ - - ~
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cultivated. RAHD estimates that over 500 civilians experience crop IOSK for
every ton of rice d-nied the VC.

The reaction to spraying operations which destroy civilian crops is almost
unanimously hostile. Eighty-eight percent of those interviewed indicated the
people blame the US/GVN for the destruction. Crop destruction not only causes
food shortages and economic hardships, but it also threatens to disrupt the
peasant's total pattern of existence. The civilian population generally lacks
knowledge and understanding about the nature and the purpose of these operations.
They feel that the spraying shows a lack of SVN concern for their welfare. Many
peasants also believe the chemicals used are toxic and can cause illness or
death.

The sources suggest also that herbicide operations do not appear to have
caused significant refugee movements as may have been anticipated. The civilian
who had lost his crops apparently believed he would not be appreciably better
off as a refugee in GVN areas, and might not be as well off.

There was some limited evidence from the interviews that the people might
be more willing to accept crop spraying as a legitimate (though still highly
undesirable) weapon of war, provided the US/GVN could at the same time success-
fully demonstrate its sincere concern for their welfare. The report notes that
"The incidence of SVN aid to people affected by crop spraying was very low.
Surprisingly enough, aid from the Viet Cong was more commonly attested to." In
addition to aid, better psychological war techniques also appear needed. The
crop destruction operations were rarely accompanied by GVN or US warnings and
explanation. In the absence of such information, the VC stepped in with their
own propaganda. They claim the chemicals are toxic, the GVN lacks concern for
them while Jhe VC have a real concern; and the US and GVN are not able to win
a guerrilla war since they have to blindly destroy the people to get at the VC.

SEA PRO Comment

These studies have some questionable aspects. The sample is small. Further-
Bore, the studies do not address the effectiveness of spraying VC controlled areas
and base camps versus contested areas. One implication of the studies is,
however, that the crop destruction program should be limited to local actions in
which it is part of a concerted effort to disrupt supply lines or to force the
VC to move from selected base areas.

The results of core warning of the peasants of impending spraying are not
entirely foreseeable. On the one hand, alienation may be reduced. On the other
hand, refugees may be produced on a wholesale basis - something the US has
generally'avoided. The study cites at least one example where the people
concerned vere warned of impending herbicide operations and urged to flee to
SVN controlled areas; most of them did. This is one way to separate the VC
from the peasants. It might be a desirable way, but only if we have prepared
adequate refugee centers, determined how to make the refugees economically
productive, and managed to separate out the VC who have fled with the refugees.

1C9



Ve agree with BAUD that the evidence indicates that the present whole-
sale crop spraying program is counter-productive because it neither denies
food to the VC nor prevents the alienation of the affected population.
limiting crop spraying to selected areas may still be worth the risks, but
•vtn tlwn the program should be accompanied by a public information program.
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KFFVCtS OF CnOP SPIIAUHG IN SVN: ' A MCQNSIDEPATIOtl

Jli Novenlar wo reviewed two Mh'D studies on herbicide crop destruction.
The RAND studies concluded that the present deliberate crop destruction
program date not deny food to VC main forcee, that large numbers of civilians
arc affected, and that present crop destruction programs alienate rural
people. Housver, new data shovs that HACV crop ceatruotion pr̂ orcms are
highly selective as to target^ and local results are generally restricted to
enemy areas. We conclude that the BAUD studies do not evaluate the HACV
deliberate crop destruction program ao it is carried out, that l-'JLCV has
established that effects of ito crop destruction program ore hiahly con-
centrated in VC controlled areas, and that further checking io needed of
new C1NCPAC data which suggests that tha number of civilian*} affected is
small. Alco, we conclude that anouevs are still needed to the questions
about the adequacy of the allied explanation of all herbicide programs end
indemnification for accidental crop destruction. Finally, wa conclude that
further study is needed of the questions RAilD raises about the relation of
thtee programs to pacification.

In November 196? we reviewed two RAND studies i/ (henceforth referred
to as the evaluation study and the statistical study) of the chemical crop
destruction program in South Vietnam. The studies tore-* based on interviews
Of 206 and 20? returnees respectively. After summarizing the studies, we
commented along the following linen: a) the samples of interviewees are
snall> b) the results of more warning to peasants of impending spraying may
result in an undesired generation of refugees, end c) "we agree with RAID
that the present wholesale crop spraying program is counterproductive be-
cause it neither denies food to the VC nor prevents alienation of the
affected population."

Since November, JOB, CXNOPAC and HACV have provided evidence that have
caused us to reexamine our November evaluation of the RAND reports. In our
comments below on the RAKD, and the military positions, we modify our
November views on the effects of crop destruction programs on the peasant
and the question of VC food denial. .

• ' .. - -
1. Can and does the KACV herbicide crop destruction arogran deny, the

VC food* ' ' ' "-•"•-_ ••:"'•'-"•' '
m -

RAND concludes that "because of the vide access the VC have to resources
throughout most areas of Vietnam....it would be difficult to destroy aoougb
food to prevent the VC fron eating." "Significant or crippling effects on
VC rice consumption would result only if a major proportion (perhaps 50 per*
cent or more) of the rural eoonorcy verc destroyed." "The data Christ<*ntly
suggest that the crop destruction proyraa has not in any ser.ie denied the
VC food." "Further, no significant relationship was noted between VC rice
rations (main force) aud the percentage of regional vice lands sprayed."

bctts and Frank Denton, Anjnyajuetion._of Chftgicaj, Crcn Destruction
tn Viotnsri, ROOE 5Ui*6 - ISA/ARPA, C^ iac.̂ or .'-/j?, i« Anthcn/ J. ?.u2fof A
ifftutiriicvl A.'nlv.-i_3_-f_ tfcn TO Crt Prr:i.vin«f Pr&'-r'in in gr.uth '*



JCS, CINCPAC and !-'ACV state that crop destruction targets are loceted
in $C controlled, sparsely populated,.rice deficit areas. MACV seeks to
deny a ready rice supply to VC units operating in rc-motc arcnc, to divert
VC manpower to crop production and to w.:uVon VC strength in these areas.
Spray aircraft durinc 1967 received f?97 hits from ground fire in 622 crop
destruction sorties, thus indic-atinc tho hostile terrain over which they
fly. JCS reports that MACV destroyed 82,000 tons'of rice in 1967. JCS
asserts that captured documents (which report local food shortages, diver-
sion of VC/NVA forces to food gathering forays, and diversion of troop
labor to grow food) support the effectiveness of the MACV crop destruction
program.

SEAPRO Comment. The RAND statistical study uses a methodology which
leads to a logically v&lid conclusion: food cannot be denied to a main VC
force unit which has multiple avenues of access to the rural economy. The
key points are access and a VC logistical system which can transfer food
to hsrbicide affected areas. Local crop destruction cannot deny the VC
main forces food if there is no effective control of food moving between
VC controlled and sucure ar.e.as. We agree with CEICPAC that the MACV pro-
gram aggravates VC/1IVA supply problems and forces them to divert combat
troops to obtain food. The amount of impact remains to-be determined.
We note that MACV has no systematic, quantitative evaluation of its crop
destruction program.. We believe that the RAKD statistical study model
might be useful in evaluating the effects-on a local area targeted by MACV
when MACV secure \e relevant data on its herbicide operations.

2. How many civilians arc affected by crop destruction? ..

RAKD analysis "indicates that the civilian population seems to carry
very nearly the full burden of the results of the crop destruction program;
it is estimated thai over 500 civilians experience crop loss for every ton
of rice denied the VC." The RAHD statistical study estimates that 325,000
persons had their crops sprayed in 1966.

CINCPAC reports that 63$ of all missions were flown against areas ,
where population data indicates there are less than 50 inhabitants per '.
square rdle (87$ where population density is under 250/sq mile). There-
fore, CINCPAC uses average civilian population density in areas of delib-
erate tiop destruction to estimate that a maximum total of 62,OOC persons
are directly affected.

SEAPRO Coisment. MACV destroyed enough food in 1967 -to feed approximately
779,000 peeple. using a CDJCPAG estimating technique. 'RAND points out that
much labor is required to grow rice. Therefore, th" population.density in
the areas around rice paddies is high enough so that the MACV estimate of
62,000 persons affected understates herbicide effects. The RAUD suggested
order of magnitude of hundreds of thousands is probably correct. Enemy con-
trol of areas selected for crop destruction prevents collection of precise
civilian loss data.
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* What envot do^a crop do.ityuction h^vo o l>h« Victntuneitf r/ot/uJlaiion?

' a evaluation study considers th«i r*ff*cta of all (both defoliation
and crop destruction) progress on' crops, Chonical Hproyn uwd for defoliation
aoRetiaes spill over and den troy friendly oroj>s, The evaluation ntudy, con-
cludes that, "it would appear that the crop destruction effort may well to
counterproductive..., to any long runge UG/GV2I pacification object! vee."
RAKD interviews uncovered deep soatod peasant hostility to herbicide
operations which result in crop destruction, Psychological operations
messages concerning the purpose of US/GVIl crop destruction programs had
reached only five of 206 interviewee a. Further, RA15D interview* indicate
that MACV indemnification for Rccidential destruction of crops Is Ineffec-
tive. RAND states that the resulting allenuti.on of people in the country-
side is responsive to the GVN, and results in hatred towards the US.

{
JCS and MACV do not address this RAND claim directly. JCS reports

that 98$ of crop destruction sorties are targeted on VC controlled (76$)
and uninhabited areas (22$). The GVN has an ongoing program to tell the
people in these areas that crop destruction will cease if they drive the
VC out, MACV has no program to indemnify Vietnamese whose crops it has
deliberately destroyed because they are enemy. The GVK 'considers all per-
sons in VC controlled areas to be VC. Consequently, there is no indemnifi-
cation for crop destruction of civilians except that which occurs accidentiaily
as the result of defoliation operations in areas classified by the CVW as secure.
Here, the GVN Province Chief investigates losses and provides indeiarification
under KILCAP procedures.

gEAPRO Comment ; RAIOT raises important questions about the amount of
accidental crop destruction and also allied policies towards the civilians
in areas under VC control. The JCS response that 98$ of deliberate crop
destruction torties are targeted on VC and uninhabited areas makes it clear
that this program is not counterproductive to short range pacification
efforts which generally avoid VC controlled areas. In the long run, however,
we have doubts about any program that treats all civilians in VC controlled
areas as permanent en&riies, , . >

w

As to accidental damage and indemnification, RAND does not provide
proof that the present indemnification program is inadequate. Its study
makes plain that failure promptly to compensate peasants who suffer crop
loss through the defoliation progress alienates the peasantry, but the
length end pervasiveness of delays in indemnification need documentation.
A US investigation must establish the status of compensation and, if appro-
priate, generate US/GVII follow-up action to cut delays in indemnification.
We also suspect that a better job needs to be done in explaining* defoliation
operations to these affected. r
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nti muBiciDK issus

A revieu of artioloo and lottort in Soionoo magatine, a
publication of tk* Amorioan Association for tho Advanttement of Soionoo fAAAS),

that a prolonged and thoughtful dialogue on tho use of htrbioidoo
in RVN horn taken place. Host contributor* onpose tho u»o of thooo aaonts.

&*»Hly booawto of ecological, .oooiologioal or eoonimio oonfid^rationo,
maty 00999 tho opposition it based on view extrapolated from Wfrttoa data,

How finding* appear to bo indisputable:

- Aroao north and voot of Saigon (War nonoo C 4 D)t tho
Hung Sat Spooial tono> tho DMZ, and portiono of tho ooaotal
aroa of Southorn MR IV havo boon oprayod hoaoily and ropoatodly.

- Mongrooo foroot9 (ottoh at tho Rung Bat Spooial tono) aro
vulnerable to dofolianio. A tinglo applioation killo moot

• R*P*at*d spraying killo moot trots, mangrooo of not, Tkio
is th* situation in Var Zonts C and D.

dsfoliaUd OTOOM io inMbitod by in-
of

1̂1 othtr claims aro not voll supported by dooumontary ooidonoo and
hgvs betn subjoot to moh disvu^o . Tm olairnt inoludo toecioity to mm of
omomo, ~Tnoi*as*d birth dffsets, oHmaU ohangaa, hardening of ooil,
pagohologioal impaat, and social ohangos. Hoot roooarohoro fool tkotoox
bo OMAotantiatod vith furthor studios, fhov undOMBtodlv hopo tho Dofonoo
oponoofod study by tho National Aoodo** of Saionoos till prooito dsftttitioo
oupport for ths olains.

artioloo in Soionoo aro well written, aoadomio vorko.
aro gonsrally oaroful to idontify opinion, oonjooturs or woak
Soooaroh io well documented and up to dots. Ths lst*o*s about
published in SeJonoo aro less objective, tending to refloat tbo bioM of

' ' ' ' ' " "

The veople involved in the dialogue should not bo dismtoood a*
eyed young radicals. Thou aro, for the most part, respeotod members of
the aoadomio and scientific establishment. Tho dialogue has sorted to
sharpen their arguments, foous attention o* tho important and high impart
issues t and uill almost certainly influence the direction of oongreosional
inquiry and interest. ~ s\ ' . • - , - - ' . - , - • - - - . ; " ....- ' . ' '- • ' • . - " - . '. ""-" .-



HK HBWTOTDB ISSUE

A review of the herbicide articles in Science Magazine (the publication of
the Aamriean Aaaociation for the Advance of Science) indicate* thett 4

• the aeientifio dialogue on the use of herblcidea in Vietnam fee* be«n
lone and thoughtful.

- Moat eontributora are oppoaed to the uae of herbicidea priaarily on
ecological, aociological and economic grounda.

• their oppoaition ia baaed nostly on vieva extrapolated fre» liadted date,.

- the three articlea (in the last two yeara) are veil written and thought-
ful, the varioue authora are careful to identify opinion, conjecture, and
argumenta. Reaeareh ia well documented and up to daV.

• She lettera contributed to Science on herbicidea do not ahov the
balanced and reasoned approach. The preconception* of the autbora

ktive) definitely otpa through.

Keview of Artiĉ aa

IB the paat few yeare, there have been ten aajor articles on herbicides.
9Jw three articles reviewed below, appeared in the last, two yeera. fhjgr eoneeatrate
o« the wee of hexbicidea in Vietnem.

to be clear agreement that!

- awagrove forê ta are veiry auaceptible to herbieidea,

-tree mortality in other types of forasts iftcreaaea greatly with repeated

- baaboo invaaion of area* whidi eaperieaoe high tree loss ia a aerAoua spe>
adeai which could retard (or possibly prevent) a site re%ttWing to

there also seen* to be agreement that there is insufficient evldeaee
I* "" ' , . , ' '. ., . ' '•"'-'" ' - " ~"r\:^' "'
tcoicity of agenta to «an or aoiaals,

loag raa§e effects, .:.- •' :- : , ' -/r-,. v. ,

herbieidea oauaiagbirth daf acts ia huemas,

bf-̂ ehajiiji, - - ' . , ' " ' • "



- hardening and contamination of soils,

• irrevtraibility of damage,
4

- social and psychological effect!,

• economic impact.

Ihia may indicate why members of the AAAS are in favor of, and nay have encouraged,
Congressional support for the HAS study.

Defoliation in Vietnam. Fred H. Tsebirley, February 2, 1969:

Mr. Tachlrley, a member^ of the US Department of Agriculture, presents
a balanced picture of the program (his efforts were the basis of the US Babassy's
1968 Policy Review) . He identifies the apparent sensitivity of mangroves to
herbicides, bamboo invasion of defoliated forests, and the killing of trees by

spraying as the moat severe problems.

Tschirley addresses, and largely dismisses, climatic effects, lateriea-
tioa (c*rdeaittg) of soil, inability of the forests to regenerate (except for man-
groves «nd sites invaded by bamboo), and toxicity to man or animals. B» concludes
there have been ecological effects, but they are not irreversible.

geologic*! Effects of the War in Vietnam. G. 8. Orians and E, W. Pfeiffer,
May 1, 1£W -' • " - -v ' ' -

Drs. Orians and Pfeiffer, zoologists from the Universities of Washington
and Montana, respectively, have authored a comprehensive article which deals
mainly with herbicides (although its -litle would -lead the reader to expect a more
balanced treatment of the war's total impact). They confirm the susceptibility
of mangrove to herbicides, and the repeated spraying and bamboo invasion problems
noted by Tschirley. They specifically note there is little evidence of direcv
toadtc effects on animals. They discuss the impact of herbicides on robber plant*
atdkMW in great detail, but conclude that (1) the problems of the rubber pi*nt»-
iion* are the result of multiple factors, and (2) tfcey cannot assess the relative
iaportance of each factor. . • "'•']• -,'":;.'•*•'•• ' fc - • :-• . .' -" :" :- " - '

Ihe remainder of the paper is subtly negative - much conjecture baaed on
limited observation. In at least two cases (stating that the tiger population
ha* probably increased by feeding on battle casualties and stating that people
are forclbjly tapawported to Saigô ) they are clearly trying to provoke a nega-
tive response. •; '-. ,./-.-#\ ̂ /V::-.?-'- ".. • " • \:.' "J .-v-'-V-V̂ 7 • - • • "
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Herbicides in Vietnam; MAS Study Finds Widespread Devastation (New* &
Consent), P. M. Boffey, January 15, 1971. 4

This is the magazine's coverage of the preliminary report of Dr.
Meselson, Harvard University biologist, and his AMS sponsored group, to the annual
convention of the AAAS in Chicago. The article, identifying Meselson'• conclu-
sions as "assertions," weaves his report into a summary of recent Whit* House
acticns, a review of the herbicide program, reactions of others at the conven-
tion, and criticism of other studies, notably those by the Army* The final study
is to be presented "perhaps in a few months time."

Four main "assertions" were attributed to Meselson*s group:

- there has been extensive killing of mangrove forest

- half the trees in mature hardwood forests north and west of Saigon
(Note; War Zones C & D) are dead and massive bamboo invasion has taken place.

- crop destruction is nearly a total failure because the food would
have been consumed by civilians (particularly Montagaards)

- no.definite evidence of adverse health effects as a result of herbi-
cide spray was found (Note: this conclusion was qualified and left open to future
•tody).

Review of Letters

- Meyer Chessln, botanist, Univ. of Montana, responding to an article (not
reviewed above) on benefits of herbicides in the control of woody plants, raises
questions of animaJ toxicity and long range effects,

- Edwin D. Willis, bilogist, pberljn̂ Cpllegg, responding to the same article,
disputes the.point that grass developing oa defoliated areas is useful, especially
in tropical climates.

- K.C. Barrona, Dow Chemical Company;, discusses the relatively low toxicity
of herbicides to cattle and fish, especially with proper range management, in
domestic applications. .

" 6»ff« Ot-ians, University-.of Washington̂  and. E.W. Pfeiffer. University of
la state that agent White (pieloraB & 2, ̂ -D) is being used in plac* of
"""(2, M> and 2, k, 5-T) especially in MR III, because Orange teads to

drift.. They claim they saw much damage from drifting herbicides aftwror Saigon.
They then note the persistence of agent White in soil*
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- Clarence Louba, psychologist. Antioch College, criticize* biologist* for
overlooking the reason herbicides are used—to save lives—and for taking outs-
raged stands without viewing the whole picture.

4

- J.A. Duke and J.T. McGinnis, Battelle Memorial Institute, not* th* cootinuinf
dialogue on herbicides and suggest a ten point research program with th« al» of
leaving Vietnam better off thru environmental engineering.

- Roy M. SachSj University of California, criticized Arthur Westing's (see
next item) negative attitude, obvious bias, and lack of objectivity during the
MAS investigating team's visit to Ft. Detrick (and Boffey's account of Westing's
visit in Science magazine). He accuses them of ignoring the military realities
(especially in Cambodia) and reminds them that they must meet certain standards
before they can expect to have access to classified information. The status
derived from their appointment to an AAAS committee is not sufficient, finally,
he criticizes the AAAS study for not publishing the full report of dozens of
experts at a conference last June.

- A.H. Westing, biologist, Windham College, responding to Bach's letter,
agreed that his mandate from the AAAS was limited to an assessment of the biologi-
cal effects of herbicides in RVN. He denies that he was preoccupied with only
adverse effects. He passes off Sach's criticism of his remarks at Ft. Detrick
as "inept attempts at humor" intended to break the ice. He concludes by stating
that his "personal political and moral views are separate from and irrelevant to
the AAAS study."

- William Haseltine, William R. Carter, and Ngo Vinh Long, Harvard University.
commenting oh the Orians and Pfeiffer article, claim that less attention should
be paid to the corrosion of the ecology and more to the effects on Vietnamese
society. They claim that defoliation is used to force people into cities. They
conclude by calling for an extension of the AAAS resolution to banning the use of
all herbicides in war.

- G. H. Orians and E. W. Pfeiffer, replied to Haseltine, Carter and Long's
letter, expressing complete agreement and stating their regret that time, circum-
stances, and evidence did not permit a fuller treatment of the social issue. They
state that the 1969 goal of the pacification program was to get 9OJ& of the popula-
tion under US control and then tied this to an alleged US policy of "moving people
from the countryside, which we cannot control, to the cities which we can control.1*

- Ambassador R. W. Komer, commenting on the Orians and Pfeiffer letter above,
categorically denied the accusations they made and correctly stated the- pacifica-
tion goal. He also esajbatically pointed out that he "had nothing to do with the
(herbicide) program," and objected to "assertions that the pacification program
was in any way associated with destroying Vietnam's ecological balance or society."
He did not attempt to defend the herbicide program.
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Criticism «

Critics contend that herbicides have devastated Vietnam. Specifically
they have charged that:

- herbicides are responsible for increased birth defects and infant
mortality.

- severe - possibly irreversible - damage has been done to Vietnam's
ecology.

The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) is at the
canter of the controversy. The scientific and academic community is heavily
represented in the association's membership.

Probably the most vocal and widely-quoted critic within AAAS, is Dr.
Matthew Meselson, Harvard University biologist. Dr. Meselson recently chaired
the AAAS Herbicide Assessment Commission and visited Vietnam in December. In
a statement to the AAAS convention in January 1971, Dr. Meselson was reported
to have stated:

- "One-fifth to one-half of South Vietnam's mangrove forests, some ll»OO
square kilometers in all have been 'utterly destroyed,' and even now, years
after spraying, there is almost no sign of new life coming back."

- "Perhaps half the trees in the mature hardwood forests north and vast
of Saigon are dead, and a massive invasion of apparently worthless bamboo
threatens to take over the area for decades to cone."

- "The Army's crop destruction program, which seeks to deny food to enemy
soldiers, has been a near total 'failure,' because nearly all the food destroyed
would have been consumed by civilian populations, particularly the montagnard
tribes of the; Central Highlands."

- "There is no definite evidence of adverse health effects, bulj further
study is needed to determine the reason for a high rate of still-births in one
heavily sprayed province and for an increase in two particular kinds of bir$h
defects which were reported .at a large Saigon hospital and which were coincident
with large scale spraying.*/

If Herbicides in Vietftii; AAAS Study Finds Widespread Devaatatj.on
^^- P. M. Boff^ey, Science, Jamiary !§/1971.
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; A Preliminary Reaponae
i

- Pictures taken on January 25 > 1971 show that in the Rung Bat Special
I Zone, the most frequently sprayed mangrove swamp, the effect of defoliant*
: is quite evident, but the forestis far from "utterly destroyed." Moreover,

there is ample evidence of regrowth. «

- Pictures taken on January 26, 1971 of the hardwood forested area north
and west of Saigon show a dense canopy. Some dead trees are evident (perhaps
10$--far fewer than 50$ as charged by Meselson).

- The "failure" of the crop destruction program appears to be a general-
ization made by Dr. Meselson from an aerial reconnaissance of a single area in
Quang Ngai province which was a recent crop destruction target. The conclusion
was "substantiated" by reference to "several classified studies conducted under
military auspices since 1967 which have come to a similar .conclusion." The
studies referenced undoubtedly include two RAND studies.£/ We feel these studies
are not adequate to demonstrate the failure of the crop destruction program.
On the other hand, we are not yet rble to make a case for the military effective-
ness of crop destruction—this question will be addressed by an ODDR&E sponsored
contract study (which will complement the National Academy of Science Study
looking into the effects of herbicides on the ecology and people Of RVN).
Interrogation of prisoners and Hoi Chanh indicates that VC/NVA forces in the
northern regions suffer from serious food shortages and much of their effort
is devoted to subsistance rather than military activity. Crop destruction's

; role, if any, in creating this situation should emerge from the QDDR&E study.

- We agree that there is no definite evidence of adverse health effects,
, while the jury is still out on the question, BCD has forgone the use of

vue most effective defoliant, agent Orange, as a precautionary measure. It is
conceivable that the higher instances of birth defects and infant mortality
noted by Meselson could be the result of defoliation. But they could also be
the result of more people receiving medical care, which in turn would tend to
generate more complete reporting of such statistics.J/

- The possibility that agent Orange may be linked to birth defects has
resulted in intensive study. Several efforts are now in progress. Since the
chemicals in "Orange" are widely used by farmers in this country, the toxicity
problem has to be resolved regardless of what happens to the herbicide program
in Vietnam.

17 *• A_StatiiBtiCal Analysis pf the jjg Crop -fiprayipK flfOgy
JSA/ARPA, A. J. Russo, The RAlffil eorpV, October 1967,

b. An Evaluation, p3T Chemical erô ipeŝ uction in Vie
S, Betts and F. Denton, 4the R/|tet borp*, October It

3/ Although recent figures are not available, the number of beds in hospitals
giving consultation and maternity services showed a steady increase from
1961-1968. In 1968 there was a 30$ increase in beds available (16,3̂ 2 vs
12,582 in 1967). The number of government physicians increased 65$ in two
years (397 in 1968 vs 240 in 1966). Self employed physicians increased
(1252 in 1968 vs 1028 in 19&7}. (Vieiwŵ Statistical Yearbook -..-JStt).
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Character of the Issue , J

The entire herbicide issue is emotionally loaded. The effect on the
objectivity of those studying the problems associatei with herbicide u*e it
illustrated by the following example.

In December 196?, the AAAS established a formal committee entitled
"the Committee on Environmental Alteration." Although this committee had not
been set up specifically to study the Vietnam problem, the pressures to do to
and to pre-judge the findings were so great that its Chairman, Dr. David B.
Goddard, resigned. He explained his action in the following statement:

"One might think that professional scientists would not
expect the committee to reach conclusions before it has re-
ceived scientific evidence, but this is clearly not the case.
The correspondence reaching my desk, and the telephone calls-
many of them from very distinguished scientists--indicate that
many people have prejudged the issue before any committee can
be formed. Outsiders are trying to determine the composition
of the committee, and the conclusions that it will reach."

In July 1968, the AAAS Board of Directors issued a policy statement
recommending essentially that a field study be conducted under the direction
of tbe United Nations to assess the ecological impact in Vietnam.

Later, after receiving a fQD sponsored study of the ecological effects
of repeated use of herbicideaZ/ la March 1969, the Board decided it should
review the report because of the difficulties of getting an tiabiased committee
together.

57 House, W. B., et al. Assessment of Ecological Effects of Extensive or
Repeated Use oF'Herbicides. Kansas City Missouri Midwest Research Institute ,*

ADNorember 1967- (DDC



THE IMPACT OF HERBICIDES; AN OVERVIEW

An analysis of data en herbicide operations in Vietnam shows that:

- Herbicides have not caused widespread devastation. From 1962-1970,
herbicide has been sprayed on less than 10̂  of the'lund area of RVN.

- In 1967, the year of greatest herbicide use, less than 3% of the
country was defoliated; about 2.li%~bf the land under cultivation was subject
to crop destruction.

- HES shows that only about 3$ of the population live in defoliated
areas; less than 1% live where crops were destroyed.

We also determined that:

- Herbicide operations were conducted under rigid controls involving
both US and GVN authorities at all levels.

- Crop destruction was confined to the lightly populated rice deficit
highlands of MR's 1 and 2; at no time were crops destroyed in the country's
food producing centers (MR M. Since 1967, the primary targets have been
plots of Fountain rice and vegetables in hostile areas.

- Host (about 90$) crop destruction was confined to areas in and around
known enemy base areas.

Recent pictures taken of heavily defoliated areas show:

- There is considerable regrowth of foliage in the hardwood forests.

- Mangrove swamps (which are very sensitive to herbicides) still show
considerable effects. However, there is definite evidence of regrowth along
waterways.

- Clearing vegetation with herbicides appears to be much leas destructive
and certainly less permanent compared to the alternative methods commonly
used in areas where military operations are conducted or where military
installations are located (eg. Rome plows, "daisy cutters," bla»ting,
petroleum sprays, burning, etc.).

The four plots attached show where herbicide missions wpre flown in
relation to populated areas in BVN.

As can be seen, large scale defoliation (Maps 1 and 2) has been used
to help counter VC/NVA forces inj
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• The DM2 and mountains of MR 1

• Western Kontum and Pleiku
1" -'.' ,,'v>

• War zones C and D

- Mangrove swanps in the fting Sat Special Zone, the U Minh Forest, the
Ca Matt Peninsula and the coast of Vinh Bitih and Kien Hoa provinces.

Maps 3 and k show the areas where crop destruction missions have been
flown from 1965-1970 (map 3) and during 1967 (map U) .
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